Classic style
Modern connectivity

Hegel H70 Entry-Level integrated amplifier with analog and digital inputs
An amplifier designed in the appropriate millennium! The H70 delivers spectacular sound quality at
price levels never seen before from Hegel. Connecting new and old - maximizing quality from both
analog and digital sources. H70 is the amplifier of 2010!

Digital-inputs
The H70 includes both coaxial, optical and USBinputs (coaxial, optical is hard switched), as well
as RCA and XLR analog connections.
Hegel Next Generation sound
H70 is part of the Hegel Next-Gen products. The
new technology gives you a much more rhythmic
sound with a deeper and tighter bass. It also
provides a higher level of detail while still maintaining smoothness and musicality.

24/192
Full HD

Full HD resolution
The H70 supports full High Definition Audio with
a resolution of 24bits / 192kHz on the coaxial and
optical inputs. (File size approx. 10 times that of
a regular CD).
Environmentally friendly
The patented SoundEngine technology found in
the H70 not only reduce distortion. It also reduce
the H70’s power consumption in idle by close to
70 %. This is good your economy and good for
the environment.

New HEGEL H70 Amplifier
The entry level Hegel product offers a unique combination of power, finesse and versatility. More so than
any competitor on the market. Using the latest version of Hegel renowned SoundEngine amplifier modules
it delivers immense power and rhythm. At the same time the low distortion levels ensure that all the details
and splendor in the music is brought forward in a natural and pleasant way.
The H70 is the first integrated Hegel amplifier with a fully balanced pre amplifier stage. This reduce distortion
to an all time low.
In addition to high quality RCA and XLR analog inputs, the H70 also have digital inputs . There are two digital
inputs, optical and coaxial, that can be used to upgrade the sound quality from most digital sources like
music streamers, satellite receivers and so on. The built in USB soundcard also allows you to easily connect
a computer with very high levels of performance. Even laptops can now be used as sources without disturbing background noise.
H70 is a Hegel Next-Gen product, meaning we have implemented the new Hegel FET-technology. NextGen products has far less higher order harmonic distortion, bringing you closer to the music and the sound
intended by the studio. The sound is more detailed, while still being more pleasant and warm / natural
sounding than it’s predecessors.
It comes with the RC3 system remote control unit. The RC3 can control most functions on the H70 as well as
other Hegel components.

Digital inputs
Analogu inputs
Output Power
Frequency response
Damping Factor
Dimensions/Weight
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1*coax, 1*optical (hard switch) and 1*USB
3*RCA unbalanced and 1*XLR Balanced input
70+70W in 8 ohms
1 Hz - 100.000 Hz
More than 1000
8cm x 43cm x 41,5cm (HxWxD), 12kg
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